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Argo functions overview 



ISEO introduces a revolutionary new way to manage access to doors

Argo is the latest evolution of the Access Control.

ISEO Zero1 access control devices, Smart series, are conceived to work with 
Argo, the new application suitable for any smartphone, even iPhone.

The new ISEO Zero1 Smart devices will feature Bluetooth Smart Technology, 
also called Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or Bluetooth 4.0 (BT4.0).
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The first device becoming “Smart” is the Libra electronic Cylinder which will 
therefore be named Libra Smart.
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The APP will be free for download from the APP store (iOS) or Google Play 
(Android)
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Minimum requirements:

From iPhone 4s with iOS 7 and above

From version 4.3 (Jelly Bean) featuring Bluetooth Smart Ready hardware
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Argo is supported only in the official releases of iOS , Android.

There is no support for Jailbroken phones.
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With the electronic access control systems of the Smart series, you can use as 
door keys ISEO cards, MIFARE cards and tags, and any NFC and Bluetooth 
Smart ready smartphone.
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Thanks to the Bluetooth Smart technology, even iPhone users can now open any 
door equipped with an access control device of the Smart series, without any 
additional hardware plug in for iPhone. The free Argo App enables any Bluetooth 
Smart Ready phone (iOS, Android)

to unlock the door.

Launching the Argo APP you will see in the display all the Smart devices close to 
you and just pressing the button you will unlock the door.
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The Bluetooth Smart technology allows remote unlocking of the door up to a 
distance of 10 meters.

Use your phone as a remote control to unlock your door.
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Administrators can intuitively manage the users’ rights to access the doors, just 
with Argo App, without any additional software or internet connection.

Administrators just need the MASTER Card.  
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Up to 300 users can be added, deleted and edited for extra functionalities.

The list of users can be transferred from door to door.

Administrators can read out the last 1000 events of each door and send the 
report via e-mail
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Free software updates for all the access control devices of the Smart series 
make sure you get the best performance from your door.

When an update is available for your access control device, your smartphone
notifies you.

The new software will be automatically installed on the product from your phone.

Thus you can always enjoy new features of the system, protecting your
investment in ISEO Zero1 products.

The product range compatible with Argo App (electronic cylinders and trim sets, 
electromechanical locks, credential readers, etc.) will be growing.
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At every opening with the phone the battery level is displayed in the button

We have 4 Battery levels: 

Battery OK           = 100% from  3.60V to 2.85V   Battery icon |||||| 

Battery Low         =  75%  from  2.85V to 2.80V   Battery icon ||||   warning 
message in the APP  

Battery Very Low  =  50%  from  2.80V to 2.65V   Battery icon ||     warning 
message in the APP the opening is delayed of 3 sec

Battery Extra Low = 25% below 2.65V                 Battery icon (empty) warning 
message in the APP and no opening since not sure to be able to close 

Signals on the doorlock or  signals you get Opening with a card:

Battery OK = Green blinking during opening time

Battery Low         =  Orange blinking during opening time

Battery Very Low  =  Red blinking for 3 seconds and then green blinking for 
opening time

Battery Extra Low =  fixed Red for 3 seconds and No opening

WARNING: after the first low-battery signal change the batteries with new ones 
as soon as possible. 
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Info APP provides information on the APP Version and the Software of the ISEO 
devices that are supported from the APP

Link to the Argo manual and tutorials
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Reading the Master Card the Opening button turns RED.

Pressing the Button  and then you enter in programming mode.
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MASTER Card 

Are used to “configure” and “manage” the access control system 

MASTER CARD Sequence

The SET of MASTER credentials consists of 3 cards numbered from 1 to 3. 

Each SET of MASTER credentials boasts a univocal system’s code. During the 
initialization phase with MASTER cards, the system’s code and the relative SET 
of MASTER cards is associated to the devices 

Updating of the MASTER card (in case of loss or the ft) 

If a MASTER Card is lost or stolen, in order to disable it, just use the following 
MASTER card of the same SET of MASTER credentials, on the device. 

� By bringing MASTER card #2 closer to the device, MASTER card #1 is 
disabled. 

� By bringing MASTER card #3 closer to the device, MASTER cards #2 and #1 
are disabled. 

MASTER card #3 must be considered as the updating card for the new SET, 
since its loss could irreversibly compromise the possibility to modify or update 
the system. 
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Re-activation sequence of the MASTER Card 

Read the MASTER card of higher number to the device. 

#3 re-activates #2 and #1 

#2 re-activates #1 

Modification of the SET of MASTER credentials and u pdating of the 
system's code 

If both MASTER cards #1 and #2 are lost, in order to ensure the system's security, 
you must update the system's devices with a new SET of MASTER credentials (if 
MASTER card #3 is lost, it will not be longer possi ble to operate on the 
system's devices). 

The connection to the devices of the new SET of MASTER credentials is carried 
out using MASTER card #3 of the old SET on the devices, followed by MASTER 
card #1 of the new SET. 

No change is made to the User’s List of the devices. 

Compatibility with Simply PAD and Simply Sequence M ASTER SET

Argo is compatible with both Simply PAD and Sequence Master set to allow
existing customers to upgrade to new system provided they upgrade also the 
Hardware to SMART 

Initialization of the access control devices 

The new device is in “Factory Mode” configuration, meaning with the list of 
authorised users (White List) empty and no system’s code assigned. 

The system’s initialization takes place through the programming of the ‘’system’s 
code’’, using MASTER Card #1. 

IMPORTANT: all the system’s devices must be initialized or updated with the 
same MASTER Card 
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To work with Argo you need to have Bluetooth Enabled.

The first time you connect to the doorlock you are requested to pair the device. 

This allow all data transfer to be encrypted from the phone to the lock avoiding
any security attack (man in the middle).
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After the pairing you are requested to add the phone as credential to open –
press Done to confirm

This operation has to be done for each phone that you want to memorize in the 
doorlock.
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When entering in programming mode you will see the main menu: the User list.

You can move to other menu by pressing the icon in the bottom bar.
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You can add cards just reading the card in the door and the card will be diplayed
in the phone.

Last card will be on the top of the list.

You can read Iseo card, Mifare cards and enabled NFC Phones.
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With the Iseo Cards You distribute the cards to the users and then you can add
the cards just typing the card number.

Press the Add User icon and then type the ISEO card or Tag number and 
associate a User Name

Press Done to confirm.
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Press the Edit User List Icon,

Select the user to remove

There is a button to select all or to deselect all

Press the Trash button and confirm
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From the user list you can edit the User Name and other parameters:

User Type:

Users can be Standard or VIP 

Standard Users can be blocked temporarily if a VIP card has the function of 
Block Standard Users enabled

Functions:

Enable passage mode will allow a user to put the lock in passage mode (office 
function)

Block Standard User setting is enabled only if the User is VIP 
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TAP and HOLD the lock you want to put in passage mode

A bottom menu will appear

Press enable passage mode 

You will see in the button an open lock showing the lock is open in free passage
mode
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TAP and HOLD the lock where you want to block the standard users allowing
access only to VIP

A bottom menu will appear

Press Block Standard Users

You will see in the button STAR showing the opening is enabled only to VIP
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TAP and HOLD the lock where you want to change PIN

A bottom menu will appear

Press Change PIN

The change PIN menu will appear
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You can change the door name and the opening time
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Read MASTER CARD for 5 seconds (until you hear a sound)

Remove the card 

Repeat this operation 3 times
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Edit list menu 

Select the users you want to copy (transfer) 

Press the Copy icon

Users are copied into a clipboard  and hold there until you do not quit the APP 

The users are kept if the App goes into background

Now exit and go in front of another doorlock where you want to copy the users
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Enter in programming mode 

Press Utility

Press Send selected Users

All the users in the clipboard  will be transferred
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If a new software version is availbable for the Libra Smart you will be notified
when opening the door

To upgrade the software go to the Utility menu and press Send Software Upgrade

The upgrade will start showing a progress bar – It will take around 10 minutes.
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A battery change will not affect the Users stored in the user list.

The Users always remain in the user list !

If the battery is disconnected for more than 5 minutes then the clock might go out 
of synchronization.

To synch the clock just enter in programming mode with the MASTER card and 
the lock will take the phone date and time automatically.

No other operations are required to synchronize the doorlock clock
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Every time the phone sends a command to the Lock it sends also the the date 
and time of the phone.

The lock verifies if the date/time is accurate within 70 minutes of tolerance.

In case of out of synchronization there is a warning message of out of synch and 
the command is not executed.

To synchronize the doorlock just connect with the MASTER card.
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